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Our system will undergo maintenance on Saturday, January 20, between midnight and 8 a.m. Eastern time. Please be aware that your Chaikin Analytics member website and application will not be available during this time period.
 



































Chaikin Update: Critical Super Tuesday Stock Warning
 






Marc Chaikin just went public with his fourth annual market prediction. He warned of the COVID crash in 2020… urged readers to stay invested for 2021’s epic bull run… predicted the 2022 brutal bear market… and foresaw 2023’s historic banking crisis. But he says his newest election-year prediction may be the most important of his 50-year career.
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The technical issues with our application have been resolved. We will continue to monitor this closely.
 







































Put the Power of Wall Street in Your Hands
 






With our Chaikin PowerFeed newsletter, you’ll receive insights from our team of experts, anticipate upcoming market movements, get powerful ideas, visualize sector trends, and more!
Delivered to your e-mail Monday through Friday — 100% FREE.
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By entering your email, you agree to subscribe to Chaikin PowerFeed, and will begin receiving occasional marketing messages. You can unsubscribe at any time. Read our privacy policy here.
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Powered by One of Wall Street's Greatest Living Legends
 






Marc Chaikin is one of Wall Street’s greatest living legends – with a career spanning more than 50 years.
His work has been featured in Barron’s, Forbes, Bloomberg, CNBC, Fox Business, and more…
He’s probably most famous for being the inventor of the Chaikin Money Flow Oscillator – one of Wall Street’s most popular indicators which appears on most investing and trading platforms across the world.
Now, Marc and his team help over 1,000,000 people across 148 countries navigate the markets… and they can help you too.
 




















































Access A System That Knows 
What the "Smart Money" Is Thinking

 























It’s called the Chaikin Power Gauge stock rating… It’s based on the same rating system Marc Chaikin helped design for professional investors, traders, and analysts on Wall Street and it’s NOW available to you.
Each stock is assigned a rating of Bullish, Neutral, or Bearish… based on the likelihood to outperform (or underperform) the market over the next three to six months… giving you the chance to predict tomorrow’s favorite stocks on Wall Street before most of the institutions and public realize the opportunity.
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And when a rating changes… it’s your signal that something BIG could be happening to the stock – and it might be time to act.
The Power Gauge is a one-of-a-kind system that provides predictive ratings for more than 5,000 stocks and 2,300 ETFs.
 

























"I want to explain why I love [Marc Chaikin's] stuff, it's simple, it's understandable, it's rational, it's not emotional, and you know I use it constantly and I almost never want to go against it."
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- Jim Cramer

Trader & Host of Mad Money on CNBC
































Helping Everyday People Beat the Market for Over a Decade
 






After 50 years on Wall Street serving as a technical analyst and helping big banks make money, Marc Chaikin retired to Connecticut. But that retirement was short-lived, because of the crash in 2008…

Marc was fed up with ordinary folks getting shortchanged.

He swore to use his knowledge of the inner workings on Wall Street to put the power in the hands of everyday people. That’s when Chaikin Analytics was founded and the Power Gauge was forged.

In 2014, Marc Chaikin was invited by NASDAQ to help create three new indices leveraging the Power Gauge rating system.
 








Marc Chaikin rings

the opening bell at the Nasdaq

stock exchange…









In 2017, Chaikin Analytics was named Best Trading Idea Platform and just a few years ago, Chaikin was named the Best Industry Research Provider by Wealth Management.
 





















































"In all of my years in trading I have tried many different styles and approaches, but [Chaikin] is one system that stands out, head and shoulders, above the rest."
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- Bob Lang

 Equities Trader and Frequent Guest on CNBC
































Gain Actionable Insights From Our Team of Experts & Newsletter Solutions
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Marc Chaikin
 






After 50 years on Wall Street as a trader, stockbroker, analyst, and head of the options department for a major brokerage firm, Marc Chaikin founded Chaikin Analytics to deliver proven stock analytics to investors and traders. His work is based on the Chaikin Power Gauge, a 20-factor alpha model proven effective at identifying a stock’s potential.
 










Power Gauge Investor













Power Gauge Report













Market Insights
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Pete Carmasino
 






Pete Carmasino is our chief market strategist at Chaikin Analytics. He has more than 25 years in the financial-services industry.
Pete’s years of knowledge in many different strategies help thousands of our subscribers to decipher the markets… His ability to take complex concepts and break them down into digestible information is a true asset.
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Briton Hill
 






Briton Hill started in the financial world as one of the youngest traders in Fidelity Investments’ history. Eventually, he left Fidelity and co-founded Weber Global Management. At the investment firm, he oversaw a period of incredible growth. Its assets under management climbed from $17 million to more than $150 million in less than three years.
Now, Brit shares his insights and strategies with our Chaikin Analytics subscribers. You’ll see firsthand how he applies his unique perspective to wealth management…
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"I'm a relative novice to the stock world. However, I was able to exceed my expectations of return during my first year using Chaikin's work. Thanks to Chaikin I absolutely love delving into the market. Never in a million years did I think the stock market would become my passion in retirement. Chaikin made that happen."




- Marie L.

Chaikin Analytics Subscriber













































Tap Into Chaikin's Powerful Perspective…
 






Over 1,000,000 people have signed up to get our FREE PowerFeed newsletter… Sign up now and each trading day, Marc Chaikin and his team will provide you with unique insights from the Power Gauge system.
Delivered to your e-mail Monday through Friday — 100% FREE.
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By entering your email, you agree to subscribe to Chaikin PowerFeed, and will begin receiving occasional marketing messages. You can unsubscribe at any time. Read our privacy policy here.
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Youtube
 





















Disclaimer: Chaikin Analytics LLC is not registered as a securities broker-dealer or advisor either with the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission or with any state securities regulatory authority. Chaikin Analytics does not recommend the purchase of any stock, ETF or advise on the suitability of any trade. The information presented is generic in nature and is not to be construed as an endorsement, recommendation, advice or any offer or solicitation to buy or sell securities or any kind, but solely as information requiring further research as to suitability, accuracy and appropriateness. Users bear sole responsibility for their own stock research and decisions.
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Ready to Power Up with Chaikin?
 




















Join thousands of professionals and everyday folks who receive actionable insights from the Chaikin team.
 











 
Explore All of Our Products
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 Read the Latest Articles from Chaikin PowerFeed:
	Japan Is Tackling Its Labor Woes With Robots April 3, 2024Editor’s note: Here at the Chaikin PowerFeed, we’ve previously discussed the big trend of automation… And over at our corporate affiliate Altimetry, so has our friend Joel Litman. As regular PowerFeed readers know, Joel is Altimetry’s founder and chief investment strategist. And today, we’re turning things over to him with an essay adapted from a […]
 Joel Litman
	The ‘Bigger Is Better’ Trend Is Fading April 2, 2024You probably heard this type of criticism a lot last year… “Except for a few tech giants, the market doesn’t look that strong.” At the time, it was true. Yes, the S&P 500 Index spent most of 2023 in positive territory. But the so-called “Magnificent Seven” dominated the market last year. Regular Chaikin PowerFeed readers […]
 Vic Lederman
	A ‘Riptide Warning’ in the Markets Means These Sectors Are Outperforming April 1, 2024Last Thursday, I discussed what could be the start of a new trend in the markets… and why it could be the beginning of a “riptide.” Put simply, the tech-heavy Nasdaq 100 Index is breaking down versus the broad market S&P 500 Index. As I explained, we can see that through the recent weak relative […]
 Pete Carmasino
	Pay Attention to the Market’s ‘Riptide Warnings’ March 28, 2024Editor’s note: The markets and our Chaikin Analytics offices will be closed tomorrow, March 29, for Good Friday. So we won’t publish our Chaikin PowerFeed e-letter. We hope you enjoy the long weekend. And you can expect to receive your next issue on Monday, April 1. I know from firsthand experience that riptides are powerful… […]
 Pete Carmasino
	Apple’s CEO Is Fighting Hard to Win This Market… And It’s Not the U.S. March 27, 2024This week, Tim Cook just opened Apple’s (AAPL) newest store… in China. The tech giant is currently facing what could be one of the biggest antitrust lawsuits in history. Yet its CEO was halfway around the world taking care of business. Cook wasn’t in China just to grace the opening of Apple’s second-largest store worldwide […]
 Vic Lederman
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Disclaimer: Chaikin Analytics LLC is not registered as a securities broker-dealer or advisor either with the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission or with any state securities regulatory authority. Chaikin Analytics does not recommend the purchase of any stock, ETF or advise on the suitability of any trade. The information presented is generic in nature and is not to be construed as an endorsement, recommendation, advice or any offer or solicitation to buy or sell securities or any kind, but solely as information requiring further research as to suitability, accuracy and appropriateness. Users bear sole responsibility for their own stock research and decisions.
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